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Abstract—Mobile cloud computing with handheld devices had resulted in reducing the infrastructure and administrative costs and creating more efficient, flexible and collaborative computing models for business growth. However, Transaction within a mobile cloud faces many restrictions. Building a reliable and fault tolerant transactional data management system for managing large volume of data is one of the major challenges in mobile cloud. Multiple researches are in progress to define the new models of success in mobile cloud transaction management. In this paper, we propose Surrogate Object Model of Transaction Management for mobile cloud. Each mobile node in the cloud sends transaction request to its surrogate object located in its respective mobile support station. Surrogate object should check its data cache for transaction execution with a given reliability instead of sending request to database server such that the network lifetime is improved. Reliability and fault tolerance are achieved by moving transaction request to surrogate object and network life time is maximized by moving the surrogate objects to less loaded base stations. We show via simulations that the proposed approach achieve the better reliability and fault tolerance and also maximize the network lifetime compared to existing approaches.

Index Terms—Data Cache, Mobile Cloud, Surrogate Object.

I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of cloud computing and its potential to transform service delivery has led a growing number of businesses to implement cloud computing for their transactional process, while many others are actively considering it. In the last couple of years, there is a very big paradigm shift in business models, with mobile becoming an important component in cloud computing. As per the recent survey, the size of the mobile cloud is increased to $45$ billion and transactions process performed over the cloud is to $25$ billion by 2016. This new paradigm poses several constraints in traditional transaction management system. There are different forms of risks in storing sensitive transactional information such as customer data, account details and credit card numbers on an un-trusted host. Thus the existing transaction models for cloud computing are not well suited for mobile cloud due to the differences in cost and performance. Due to latency problem, most of the existing transaction processing models are unacceptable for most of the mobile cloud applications. The different research initiatives are going on to revise mobile transaction management to be adapted to the growing mobile cloud computing paradigm. Here, we propose a Surrogate Object Model of Transaction Management for efficient support to the mobile transaction management over the mobile cloud with minimum latency, computing, cost and energy resources.

II. RELATED WORK

There are very minimum number of current efforts to integrate mobile devices into the cloud for data and transaction management. Most of the existing efforts focus on considering data management on traditional relational database in traditional cloud environments, but not focused for mobile clouds. Most of these efforts are highly supporting the data management on the cloud, but do not support for better serializable transaction and data management over the mobile cloud.

Jing Zhao and Xiangmei Hu [4] studies the performance of query processing on structured data and proposed MapReduce techniques. In this technique, a user query is divided into subqueries. With the help of replicas in cloud, each sub query is mapped to $k+1$ subqueries and each one has to wait in the queue of the slave where the query data is stored. The technique also adopts two different scheduling strategies to dispatch the subquery and introduce the pipeline strategy to reduce the client's long waiting time.

Adrian Daniel Popescu [5] proposed an adaptive software model which can effortlessly switch between MapReduce and parallel database in order to efficiently execute queries regardless of their response times. He presented a transparent frame work for switching between the two architectures based on an intuitive cost model, which computes the expected execution time in presence of failures and achieves lower query execution time. In [6], several benchmarks for measuring the relative performance of different cloud based data management systems have been proposed which supports further research and development of cloud-based data management systems.
Ooi Beng Chin [7] presented the opportunities and challenges of developing a scalable Cloud data management system. The objective of this scalable data management system is to examine the anatomy of a Cloud data intensive system which provide multi-tenancy architecture, high throughout low latency transactions, and high performance reliable query processing on cloud platform. Raghu Ramakrishnan [8] proposed technical challenges involved in designing hosted, multi-tenanted data management system which focused on efficient cost management, averaging usage peaks and enabling higher-level services. Qiming Chen [9] proposed cycle-based query model for data stream analysis as cloud service for mobile applications. The model allows a SQL query to run cycle by cycle for processing the unbounded stream data chunk by chunk and deployed a new infrastructure with multi-engines without centralized coordination and physical movement and copying of data. Yogesh Simmhan [10] investigated the building of scientific workflow for datamanagement in which provide users with insights on the impacts of different implementation approaches on the performance. The paper also investigates how to explore the relative performance of different implementation approaches of the cloud including storage architecture, data models, tradeoffs inconsistency and availability.

In paper [11], Xiangu Zhang presented an efficient method to construct multi-dimensional index for Cloud computing system. The method uses the combination of R-tree and KD-tree to organize data records and offer fast query processing and efficient index maintenance. The paper also proposed a cost estimation-based index update strategy that can effectively update the index structure which provides improved query efficiency and better scaling with the size of the data. Bogdan Nicolae [12] presented a novel idea for designing highly scalable distributed storage systems that are optimized for heavy data access concurrency and also proposed different algorithms for data and meta data that enables a high throughput under concurrency. In paper[13], Michael Grossniklaus addressed the new data management requirements for cloud systems especially for object data bases. The full potential of cloud computing data management can only be leveraged by exploiting object database technologies which provide effective platform to model and implement data partitions, while, at the same time, helping to reduce joint processing. The paper [14-15] describes a different works on the cloud platform for distributed database processing and transaction management. As the volume of data processed by the cloud applications increases, the need for building an efficient data management system emerged as a crucial requirement. Due to rapid expansion and massive usage of smart phone, deploying the mobile devices such as smart phone into the cloud platform (say mobile cloud) for large scale distributed transaction data management processing is also an important factor. Due to various limitations with mobile devices and wireless connection, the data and transaction management on the mobile cloud caused a different problem such as delay in transaction execution, failure of transaction, low reliability and no guarantee for completing the transaction execution. In this work we extend the current distributed mobile transaction processing system to cloud environment for providing low latency and less-cost platform to handle high volumes of the transactions. This platform is significantly differentiated from the current transaction processing systems which are in general built separately from the database server and suffer from the overhead of mobility and data access over the different environments. The main contribution of this paper is to support sharing of data and processing of data among different transactions at different mobile devices in cloud environment. This is achieved by introducing the surrogate object over the cloud to act on behalf of each mobile device which can autonomically perform local caching for providing faster, less expensive, safer and more accessible mobile transaction system data access. This model can handle high volumes of transactions in mobile cloud with enhanced responsiveness and without frequent physical data moving and copying.

III. SURROGATE OBJECT MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

We consider an architecture with surrogate objects, mobile nodes [handheld devices], static nodes, and a static mobile support stations. Surrogate objects are autonomous software entities that have the capacity to adapt to changing environmental conditions in the mobile cloud and to reallocate themselves among the active mobile nodes to carry out their transaction requests. The model carries out the transaction execution with the support of surrogate object and deals the mobility of transactions across the mobile nodes and yields better latency and enhanced mobility support. Fig. 1 depicts the model considered for our proposed work.

The following are the assumptions in our model.

1) Mobile nodes are periodically sending the transaction request to their mobile support station via wireless communication.
2) Each Mobile support station (MSS) has a group of surrogate objects for their respective mobile nodes.
3) All the mobile nodes have movement capabilities and are less powerful than static nodes in terms of battery energy, communication, computation.
4) Mobile support station received the transaction request from the individual mobile nodes and forward the request to the respective surrogate object if exist.
5) The mobile support station is static throughout the transaction process.
6) The mobile nodes, surrogate objects, static nodes and
mobile support stations are considered to be the part of cloud.

7) The surrogate object can cache mobile host specific data and reduce the response times for many transactions and solve the latency issues.

8) The surrogate object can support disconnected operations of the MHs by buffering client requests or using the cached data to handle them.

9) The surrogate object resides on the wired network is free to move.

10) Cloud Transaction Manager [CTM] at each MSS is responsible for all Transaction Execution initiated at MSS.

11) Global Cloud Data Distributor [GCDD] distributed across the cloud platform will support caching necessary data for transaction execution into surrogate object.

12) Cloud Reconcile Manager [CRM] at each MSS will support updating of database to database server after each transaction commits.

13) To yield proper load balancing, surrogate object is free to move independently of the MH anytime. In order to avoid heavy traffic and increased latency due to this object movement, always move the surrogate object to the MSS which is the source of maximum queries or to a less loaded MSS and this movement pattern are properly stored in Migration Table.

The initial startup phase of this model is given below.

1) Before submitting a transaction request, a mobile node must register its identity in the cloud through the respective MSS.

2) A Unique mobile node Id is allocated and cloud manager at MSS creates an object corresponding to the mobile node and assigns unique surrogate object identifier. Both ids are entered into the object table maintained at the same MSS.

3) When mobile node wants to issue the transaction request, a node must start a virtual machine [VM] in the cloud with the support of Cloud Transaction Manager [CTM]. The CTM receives the transaction request, is responsible for scheduling them [if it’s long lived transactions] and coordinates execution and it allocates and de-allocates VM based on the current status of the transaction execution. This new transaction entry is updated into the Transaction table.

4) CTM at each MSS Sends data hoarding request to database server with necessary locking request and GCDD at database server sends the required data set as cache to different surrogate objects. The shared data are cached at the surrogate objects only if database server grants non-conflict lock. When a mobile node issues a transaction request in cloud environment and the data is cached to the surrogate object, then the transaction has immediate access to the data on surrogate object. So that the transaction can be executed very quickly with minimum latency than if it is stored just in the database server. By this way, the proposed model yields 35 % of reduction in server and infrastructure costs.

A. Phase I Execution

1) When mobile node submits the transaction request, the MSS to which it belongs, uses the naming services of the middleware through CTM and gets the object reference of the surrogate corresponding to that node. Using the object reference, CTM sends the transaction request to Local Transaction Manager [LTM] located at the surrogate object. A surrogate object receives one or more transaction request from the CTM at a time, executes them, and after that informs the CTM about their completion.

2) The lock requests on the surrogate object are handled with the support of Cloud Lock Manager [CLM] at the respective MSS. The transaction must issue a lock request to CLM before performing a read or write action on surrogate object. This is the case if there is a cache hit at the surrogate object. If there is a cache miss, then transaction needed to be executed as mentioned in Phase II.

3) Each Transaction is required to lock surrogate object before any unlock. This guarantees the consistency on the cache of the surrogate object.

4) When a transaction is committed at the surrogate object, the LTM provides a logging service to ensure that the committed transaction result will not be lost and ensures transaction integration [if it is long lived transaction].

5) The complete algorithm is described in the next section which is executed after submitting every transaction request.

Get Transaction Request ()

input : Tran_Details and Mob_id

process :

Send Transaction request along with mob_id & Tran_Details to MSS;

CTM assigns unique transaction id : tran_id;

Refer Object Table and Fetch the corresponding Surrogate object id : sid;

Call FindDataCache();

output : tran_id, sid, mob_id updated in tran_table and initialize VM for transaction

FindDataCache ()

input : tran_id, sid

process:
For each transaction tran_id

Check the existence of surrogate object in the respective MSS;

If surrogate object exist in the respective MSS

Transaction request is forwarded to surrogate object along with tran_id;

Else

Refer Object Migration table and forward the request to the corresponding MSS;

When surrogate receives Transaction request, it checks its cache for required data item
If DataCache exist
transaction request to LTM
Else
transaction request forwarded back to CTM
CTM sends a request to the location server (which is located in the static portion of the network)
Get the object reference and its current location and forwarded to CTM.

Checks for the existence of replicas and required data sets in the above said locations;
CTM need to wait for an acknowledgment; gets the required dataset and forward the request either to corresponding LTM or to CTM;
Call CloudTran_Execution();
**Output:** required dataset for transaction execution

CloudTran_Execution()
**input:** tran_id, sid, DataCache,
**process:**
LTM send lock request to CLM
LTM uses appropriate Lock migration strategy to maintain Cache consistency and to support concurrent transaction execution;
If lock request (either Read or Write) is granted,
Surrogate object performs transaction execution on cached data items;
After execution, cache is updated and transaction status is updated as “committed” in the transaction table;
Cloud Reconcile Manager [CRM] at each MSS updating database server after each transaction commit;
Call Tran_ACK();
**Output :** result of transaction submitted by mobile node

CloudTran_ACK()
**Input :** tran_id, result ;
**Process:**
A result of the transaction is forwarded to respective surrogate object;
If all subtractions (if submitted transaction is long lived transaction) are committed
CTM forwards the result of the transaction to the mobile device;
Sends an acknowledgement of the receipts of the transaction results to CTM;
CTM removes transaction entry from the transaction table;
If the mobile device is not in their communication region (due to mobility)
Retains the result of the transaction in the respective surrogate object;
Else
Surrogate object takes opportune time to deliver the result of the transaction to its mobile device when it reconnects to its mobile support station.
**Output:** Result delivered to mobile node with ACK

B. Phase II Execution
If DataCache Missed
CTM issues further transaction requests either to the various mobile devices present nearby MSS or to other surrogate objects; Checks for the existence of replicas and required data sets in the above said locations;
CTM needs to wait for an acknowledgement; get the required dataset and forward the request either to corresponding LTM or to CTM;
Call CloudTran_Execution();
If required datasets are not found in any of the above said locations
Transaction request forwarded directly to the Database server and executed in the server

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

![Fig. 2. Average latency Vs simulation times](image)
![Fig. 3. Average abort rate VS simulation times](image)

We measured the latency and abort rate of transactions in order to show the improvement in the network life time and fault tolerance in our simulations. We compare our approach with the existing approaches which are implemented based on two of the closely related works [4],[15] and simulation shows that the lifetime improves with the support of surrogate objects and its cache. This is also leads to better bandwidth utilization and only 5% of abort (implies 95 % of Success achieved) because more data items are cached into the surrogate objects. Due to this, most of the time the transaction requests are sent to the surrogate objects instead of database server. Thus improve the network lifetime, ensures minimum abort rate and achieves minimum latency in transaction execution over the mobile cloud as shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have evolved a surrogate model of transaction for mobile cloud that overcomes the latency
problem found in several strategies proposed in the literature. The proposed strategy caches the data in the surrogate object which helps in reducing the average transaction. The required reliability and reduced abort rate are provided by sending the transaction request to surrogate object and network lifetime is maximized by migrating the surrogate objects in a way to avoid improper load balancing. Currently we are in the process of developing a simulation prototype to evaluate our method among mobile devices on the cloud and moving our method to execute concurrent transactions with different workloads to test its feasibility.
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